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"Feng Cantian!"Monarch Jin endured the excruciating pain in his body. He gritted his teeth and said, 

"Even if you kill me, you bunch of servants won't be able to do anything!With the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Emperor around, he will not allow you to break the rules of the Heaven Realm! "It seemed like 

Monarch Jin was just struggling before his death, but in fact, he had a sinister intention behind his 

words.He wanted to lure Feng Cantian to the Divine Firmament Palace to fight with the Divine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor!And now, the Divine Firmament Palace not only had the Divine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor, but also the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor!As long as Feng Cantian 

dared to step into that place, he would definitely die!This was Monarch Jin's final counterattack."You 

won't have the chance to see if we can succeed."Feng Cantian sneered. "The last thing you will see in 

your life will be the destruction of the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom!"Boom!Feng Cantian threw the 

Frightening Evil Spear in his hand. It turned into a bolt of lightning and pierced Monarch Jin's head. It 

instantly exploded, and blood splattered everywhere!Monarch Jin was dead!The various forces of the 

Divine Firmament Immortal Realm gathered around. There were countless cultivators gathered 

together, but it was unusually quiet.Some of the cultivators from the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom had 

already fled in all directions.Just as Feng Cantian had said, the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom was 

finished!Monarch Jin's ending was not much better than the Heavenly Punishment Monarch's.Monarch 

Jin had never treated the cultivators from the lower world as humans.Before he died, his limbs were 

chopped off by more than a dozen Demon Kings. He was tossed around in the air like a toy and had lost 

all his dignity.He was like a dead dog, stained with blood, casually thrown on the long street.Just like 

how he had treated the people from the lower world.It was like a cycle of reincarnation.The fear in 

Monarch Yun's heart deepened as he watched everything unfold.The Heavenly Punishment Monarch 

was dead.Monarch Jin was also dead.But he was still alive!Until now, Su Zimo had not killed him.He had 

no idea how Su Zimo was going to treat him!Could it be even more terrifying than the Heavenly 

Punishment Monarch's torture? 

 

Could it be that he would die more miserably and without dignity than Monarch Jin?Once this thought 

arose, it could not be stopped.Every breath he took was a great torture for Secluded Cloud King!As long 

as Su Zimo did not kill him, he would have to live in fear of the unknown at all times, trembling and 

struggling at death's door!Suddenly!Looking at the group of ugly Rakshasa Ghosts, a thought flashed 

across Yunyou King's mind.He might not be able to survive, but neither could Su 

Zimo!"Hahahaha!"Suddenly, the King of Underworld Clouds laughed out loud. "Su Zimo, the reason why 

the Rakshasa Ghosts disappeared after the Rakshasa Sinned Land was destroyed was because of 

you!""You took in a Rakshasa sinful spirit without permission. Just wait for the punishment of the 

Celestial Tribute World!"Monarch Monarch Jin's's's, Yun's to Yun's!Monarch Monarch Monarch '''s's, to 

to..... to to Monarch to '......Monarch Monarch..'t.......................... debe to find..... to.................Many 

cultivators were not naive enough to think that the destruction of the Rakshasa Sinned Land had 

anything to do with Su Zimo's group.However, it was hard to explain the fact that there were more than 

ten Rakshasa Kings by his side. Once the news spread to the Celestial Tribute World, it would be enough 

to bring a calamity to this group of lower realm beings!Secluded Cloud King laughed. "There are 

countless cultivators gathered here. Even if you kill me now, you won't be able to hide this matter! Su 

Zimo, you're finished! "Su Zimo's expression was indifferent and he did not interrupt the Underworld 



King.In fact, under the observation of the crowd, Su Zimo did not seem to care about King Youyun's 

threat at all. It was as if he did not hear it at all.Su Zimo came before the people of the Academy. He 

looked at Yang Ruoxu, Crimson Rainbow Immortal and the others and smiled, "Everyone, how have you 

been?""Master Su..."Just as Yang Ruoxu opened his mouth, he shook his head and smiled. "No, I can't 

call you Junior Brother Su now. You're an Immortal King now. I don't even have the right to call you 

Junior Brother.""Brother Yang is now the Master of the Academy. I can't compare to him."Su Zimo 

replied with a smile.The relationship between the two was not as simple as being from the same sect. 

 

In the past, Yang Ruoxu had helped Su Zimo many times when he was under great pressure in the 

Academy.Su Zimo had also gone to the Avici Hell and brought back the Fretless Fruit to save Yang 

Ruoxu's life.Crimson Rainbow Immortal said with a smile, "Senior Brother Su, you're so powerful now. I 

almost couldn't recognize you. Back then, we took part in the Immortal Sect Selection together, but 

now... "More than ten thousand years had passed. The gap between the two had widened.Su Zimo's 

gaze landed on Mo Qing's picturesque face. When he met her clear eyes, he suddenly felt a little 

guilty.To be honest, Senior Sister Mo Qing had helped him a lot during his time in the Academy.Senior 

Sister Mo Qing was not fond of fighting and killing. She rarely left her cave.However, she decided to 

show up in person because of a single sentence from him. She drove the boat to the Gray Cloud 

Mountain to save Feng Ziyi.She even killed a True Spirit of the Great Jin Celestial Kingdom!Of course, Su 

Zimo also knew that Senior Sister Mo Qing did it because he was familiar with Araki Takeshi.However, Su 

Zimo's guilt stemmed from this point as well.Because he was Araki Takeshi...Last time, Senior Sister Mo 

Qing asked him to pass a painting to Araki Takeshi. It was still in the corner of his storage bag.Moreover, 

Su Zimo felt that Senior Sister Mo Qing seemed to be looking at him strangely this time.Su Zimo nodded 

with a smile and looked away. He did not intend to chat with Mo Qing."Junior Brother Su..."Mo Qing 

suddenly said. She walked forward and took out a painting from her storage bag and handed it 

over.Looking at the painting that was handed over, Su Zimo coughed gently and asked, "Or should I pass 

it to …"Before he could finish, Mo Qing shook her head and said, "This is for you.""Oh..."When the 

people of the academy saw this, they made strange sounds and looked at the two of them."Cha!"Lin 

Xuanji could not help but jump out and complain, "I begged several times but Daoist Mo Qing did not 

give me a painting!"Then, Lin Xuanji glared at Mo Qing and asked, "Moreover, didn't you say that you 

never give your paintings to others?"Mo Qing lowered her head and did not say anything. 

 

Of course, this was just an excuse she found.Everyone present could see that.Unexpectedly, Lin Xuanji 

rubbed his chin and rolled his eyes, muttering, "I've got it! Su Zimo is not human! "With that, Lin Xuanji 

ran away, causing a burst of laughter.Su Zimo could not help but laugh.They had experienced too much 

together as old friends of Tianhuang Region. Only they could tease each other and not have any 

grudges.Su Zimo looked at Mo Qing and was a little surprised. He did not know why Mo Qing would give 

him a painting.He also did not know what was in the painting.Su Zimo was about to open the painting 

when Mo Qing suddenly reached out and stopped him. She shook her head and said with a faint smile, 

"You're not allowed to look at it now. Look at it when you're free." 
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Su Zimo didn't think too much about it. He smiled and nodded, then kept the painting.His gaze went 

past Mo Qing and the rest, looking at the crowd of the academy, as if he was looking for 

something.Before long, Su Zimo caught sight of the man with a lowered head and a face full of 



scars.Others might not recognize him, but Su Zimo could tell at a glance that he was Xie Qingcheng!The 

handsome man who once had a devastatingly beautiful appearance, and even many fairies were slightly 

inferior to him. In order to conceal his identity and cultivate in the academy, he actually injured himself 

to such an extent.Who knew how much pain he had to endure for him to be so ruthless.Xie Qingcheng 

lowered his head.He seemed to have noticed Su Zimo's gaze, but he didn't dare to face Su Zimo.It wasn't 

because of his appearance, but because the Flaming Sun Immortal King had once participated in the 

assassination of Su Zimo!He knew that Su Zimo was fine, so he was naturally happy. But because of this, 

he also felt incomparably guilty."The two of you, stop right there!"Void Temple's Windfire Temple's 

Voidless Sword Immortal and True Immortal Xuanfeng saw that the situation wasn't good, and were 

prepared to secretly retreat, but they were stopped by Immortal Chi Hong.Immortal Chi Hong said, 

"Senior Brother Su, just now these two people helped Xie Yu bully us, and wanted to capture me back to 

the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom. Windfire Temple and Void Temple are both Heaven-class forces that 

rose in recent years."Su Zimo's gaze turned.Void Sword Immortal and True Immortal Xuanfeng instantly 

felt a bone-chilling intent. Let alone escape, the two of them didn't even dare to move!"Master, save me 

…"Void Sword Immortal looked at an Immortal King from Void Temple, his voice trembling.The Immortal 

Kings from Void Temple and Windfire Temple looked at each other, then braced themselves and stood 

out. They cupped their hands towards Su Zimo and smiled, "Fellow Daoist Su, there might be some 

misunderstanding here, I hope …""The few of you, do you want to stand up for them?"Su Zimo didn't 

wait for them to finish and asked indifferently.His tone was calm, and there wasn't any killing intent.But 

for some reason, these Immortal Kings felt a wave of fear and trepidation!The Immortal Kings fell silent 

for a moment before silently retreating.Even King Jin and King Tian Xing were killed! 

 

The Executioner's Saber had been crushed by Su Zimo's bare hands. Who among them could withstand 

that?Moreover, Su Zimo had more than a dozen Rakshasa Kings, Quasi-thearch Yakshas, and Lin Zhan by 

his side.If all of them swarmed them, they would probably be reduced to ashes.Seeing the actions of the 

Immortal Kings, despair flashed across the eyes of Sword Immortal Wuxu and True Immortal 

Xuanfeng."Su Zimo!"True Immortal Xuanfeng steeled his heart and suddenly said, "You are an Immortal 

King, we are only True Immortals! Just Now, this is a battle between True Immortals. You can't bully the 

weak! ""All of you … are not worthy of me making a move."Su Zimo didn't even look at the two of them. 

He just replied indifferently and then called out, "Darknorth."Kitsune understood. Carrying her 

longsword on her back, she walked towards True Immortal Xuanfeng and Wuxu Sword 

Immortal."Chance!"True Immortal Xuanfeng and Wuxu Sword Immortal could feel that Kitsune's 

cultivation realm had yet to step into the Grotto-Heaven realm.As long as it was a battle between True 

Immortals, they had a 30% chance of winning.If the two of them joined forces, their chances of winning 

could even reach 70%!Buzz!Wuxu Sword Immortal attacked.Whoosh!True Immortal Xuanfeng also 

attacked at the same time. The two of them joined forces and attacked Kitsune.…"Brother Xie, don't you 

plan to greet me?"Su Zimo didn't look at the battle at the side. Instead, his gaze landed on the face of a 

figure in the Academy's crowd and asked slowly.Xie Qingcheng's body shook as she looked up.As if 

seeing through Xie Qingcheng's thoughts, Su Zimo said, "That matter isn't your fault. Brother Xie, you 

don't have to blame yourself. It's just that, I and …"Without waiting for Su Zimo to finish, Xie Qingcheng 

blurted out, "Brother Su, you don't have to worry. I also want to ask him about something!""Okay."Su 

Zimo nodded.Just as the two of them were conversing, the battle over there had already ended.In just a 

few breaths, Kitsune had already kept her sword and walked back.Wuxu Sword Immortal and True 

Immortal Xuanfeng both fell on the long street. Their eyes were wide open and their expressions were 



filled with fear. There wasn't a single wound on their bodies, but there was no life in their bodies! 

 

After a while, an undetectable sword wound appeared between their eyebrows. A trace of blood seeped 

out.Their eyebrows had been pierced by Kitsune.As Kitsune's sword technique was too fast, the wound 

quickly closed up and was almost unnoticeable!Only when the two of them died and their blood 

stopped flowing did the wound appear.Kitsune had already cultivated to the peak of the True Martial 

Realm and comprehended two supreme divine abilities.Even if she didn't use her supreme divine ability, 

there weren't many True Immortals who could block her sword!Crimson Rainbow Deity looked at Xie Yu 

who was not far away and sneered, "Xie Yu, didn't you want to catch me? Let me tell you, Brother 

Qingcheng and I are both here. Do you dare to make a move! ""Xie Qingcheng?"Xie Yu's expression 

changed. Then, he seemed to have thought of something. He took a deep look at the scarred man and 

said, "Let's go!"He wasn't stupid.In the current situation, Su Zimo was guarding Qiankun Academy. If he 

still rushed over, it would be like hitting a rock with an egg.He had to return and  this matter to his 

father before making a decision!"There's no need to go back."Su Zimo said, "You want the Flaming Sun 

Immortal King, right? I've brought him over for you. "As soon as he said that, the void not far away 

cracked open. A bloody figure was thrown out from inside and fell heavily to the ground. His hair was 

disheveled and he was in a sorry state.Immediately after, a Rakshasa Ghost appeared. His aura was 

terrifying. He was actually a Boundary Emperor!The Rakshasa Ghost came in front of Su Zimo and said 

with a sinister smile, "This person sensed danger and wanted to escape. I caught him and he's already 

crippled."The figure struggled, trying to stand up. However, he had lost too much blood qi and was 

barely able to stand straight. He was on the verge of collapsing.The surrounding cultivators looked and 

couldn't help but gasp!The Flaming Sun Immortal King!The Flaming Sun Immortal King was also 

captured!"Father?"Xie Yu's expression changed drastically.The Flaming Sun Immortal King was his last 

resort.He didn't expect that before he could use him, he would be crippled! 

 

"I heard that back then, the Flaming Sun Immortal King was one of the people who tried to kill Su Zimo 

and obtain Qinglian's body. Now, it seems that none of them can escape."Someone shook his head and 

sighed."Who is this Su Zimo? Even a Rakshasa Sinful Spirit Quasi-emperor listens to his 

arrangements?""Who knows? I guess he made some kind of deal with the Rakshasa Sinful Spirit for 

revenge. Even if he gets his revenge, I'm afraid he won't be able to live for long. ""Cooperating with the 

Rakshasa Sinful Spirit is tantamount to asking a tiger for its skin. Moreover, the Celestial Realm won't let 

him off."Some cultivators whispered.Xie Qingcheng looked at the Flaming Sun Immortal King not far 

away with a complicated expression. Her eyes were filled with intense hatred as she slowly walked 

over.When the Flaming Sun Immortal King saw the tragic death of King Jin and King Yunyou in Su Zimo's 

hand, he already understood everything.Then, he saw a man with a face full of scars walking towards 

him. His fists were clenched tightly, and his eyes seemed to spit out two streams of flames.As if he was 

too agitated, the scars on this person's face were slightly distorted, making him look exceptionally 

ferocious."Who are you?"As the ruler of a country, the Flaming Sun Immortal King still had the 

arrogance of an Immortal King even though he had fallen to such a state. He asked coldly. 
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"Can't you recognize me?"Xie Qingcheng gritted her teeth so hard that they almost shattered. She 

glared at the Flaming Sun Immortal King and spat out a few words.The Flaming Sun Immortal King 

frowned slightly.This voice did sound familiar.After thinking for a moment, the Flaming Sun Immortal 



King stared at Xie Qingcheng's eyes for a while before his face darkened. He said coldly, "It's you!""I 

finally recognized you."Xie Qingcheng laughed self-deprecatingly and said, "I've always been curious. All 

these years, have you ever treated me as your son? Have you ever liked my mother?""You?"The Flaming 

Sun Immortal King laughed loudly and said, "Are you worthy of inheriting my bloodline?""Back then, I 

gave birth to you on a whim. Otherwise, with your mother's lower realm background, how could I take a 

fancy to her? There are countless beauties in my palace. Your mother is just a servant girl. She doesn't 

even have the right to enter my palace! "Xie Qingcheng's body trembled when she heard this. She 

clenched her fists so hard that her knuckles turned pale.The Flaming Sun Immortal King's cultivation had 

been crippled and his Dao heart had collapsed. He knew that he would die today, so he went all out. He 

sneered and said, "I have thousands of children. With your background, are you worthy of being my 

bloodline? It was a mistake to let you live until today! "Clang!Xie Qingcheng could no longer hold it in 

and directly drew her sword!The tip of the sword was cold and pointed at the Flaming Sun Immortal 

King's face, emitting a trace of coldness!The Flaming Sun Immortal King had already been reduced to a 

cripple. Xie Qingcheng's sword could definitely pierce through him and kill him on the spot!"Attack!"The 

Flaming Sun Immortal King laughed loudly and said, "If you dare to kill me, you are an unfilial son. A 

person who kills his king and father will definitely be cursed by tens of thousands of people and will 

never be able to make a comeback!"Xie Qingcheng's sword trembled slightly.In fact, both sides no 

longer had any feelings.However, he couldn't stab down with this sword.Puchi!Warm blood spurted out 

and scattered all over Xie Qingcheng's body.Only half of the Flaming Sun Immortal King's head was 

left!Behind him, a tall and sturdy figure was chewing in large mouthfuls. Blood flowed from the gaps of 

his teeth as he cursed, "This person is so f * cking noisy!" 

 

Then, the Yasha King grinned at Xie Qingcheng and said, "Hehe, if you don't dare to kill me, I'll help 

you!"Only then did the crowd react, and a burst of exclamations came from the crowd.Half of the 

Flaming Sun Immortal King's head was bitten off by the Yaksha Quasi-emperor. His primordial spirit was 

destroyed and he died on the spot!Xie Qingcheng's arm drooped down weakly. Her eyes were blank, as 

if she had lost her soul.Crimson Rainbow Fairy hurriedly stepped forward and asked softly.Xie Qingcheng 

seemed to have thought of something all of a sudden. She tightened her grip on her sword and her eyes 

flashed with killing intent as she stared in the direction of the Flaming Sun Immortal Empire!The group 

of people who killed his mother back then were still alive!However, with his current strength, even if he 

returned to the Flaming Sun Palace, it would be difficult for him to take revenge.As if seeing through Xie 

Qingcheng's intentions, Su Zimo pondered for a while before looking at Yasha Fearful King and said, 

"Accompany him back to take a look."Yaksha Fear King had already received instructions from Wu Dao's 

main body. Today, he would listen to Su Zimo's orders.Although he didn't know why, he didn't dare to 

disobey, so he nodded."Brother Su, thank you."Xie Qingcheng cupped her fists.With this Yaksha Ghost 

accompanying him, he might not even need to do anything. Just this Yaksha Ghost entering the Flaming 

Sun Immortal King's harem would be enough to scare all the concubines out of their wits!Yaksha Fear 

King brought Xie Qingcheng into the void and disappeared.…The situation in the Dajin Immortal Empire 

was completely under Su Zimo's control. Iron Crown Elder, North Kun Monarch, Frost Dragon Emperor, 

and the others were not far away. They just watched from the sidelines and didn't make a 

move.However, when they saw a dozen Rakshasa Kings running out, they were indeed shocked.Yunyou 

King was right. If this matter spread to the Celestial Tribute World and they didn't deal with it properly, 

it would be a disaster!Previously, when Su Zimo said something, everyone just took it as a joke.They 

didn't expect him to be able to mobilize a dozen Rakshasa Kings!"Xiaoyao's master is playing with 



fire."North Kun Monarch shook his head slightly.South Roc Monarch also said, "Previously, there was a 

conflict with the Light World in the Clear Sky Immortal Domain. Now, more than a dozen Rakshasa Sinful 

Spirits have been exposed. It won't be long before this matter spreads to the Celestial Tribute World." 

 

Apart from the Heaven World, no one in the Three Thousand Worlds knew about the relationship 

between the Heaven Barren Sect and Araki Takeshi.Araki Takeshi truly became famous in the battle of 

the Three Thousand Worlds in the Great Wasteland World.For sects like the Heaven Barren Sect, which 

was located in a corner of the Demon World, there were many Heaven Worlds and they wouldn't attract 

the attention of the other worlds.If the Monarchs knew that Wu Dao's original body had founded the 

Heaven Barren Sect, they might be able to guess who broke the Rakshasa Sinful Land.Iron Crown Elder 

pondered and said, "It's just a dozen Rakshasa Spirits. They might not be Sinful Spirits who escaped from 

the Rakshasa Sinful Land.""Even so, it's hard to explain."Frost Dragon Emperor also shook her head and 

said, "The Celestial Tribute World has just suffered a huge loss in the hands of Emperor Araki Takeshi. 

They've lost all their face and their prestige in the Three Thousand Worlds has hit rock bottom.""Now 

that the great calamity is coming, the Celestial Tribute World is very likely to use this matter to establish 

their prestige!"Frost Dragon Emperor was the oldest among them and had experienced too much. She 

was also more far-sighted.Joining forces with the Sinful Spirits was equivalent to challenging the 

Celestial Tribute World and even the behemoth behind it!The crowd in the royal city of Great Jin 

gradually dispersed.After such a huge change, the Great Jin Immortal Kingdom was gone and the 10,000 

Years Meeting naturally couldn't continue.Seeing that the situation here was settled and there was 

nothing to watch, the various forces retreated.Iron Crown Elder and the others walked over.Su Zimo 

went forward and bowed with cupped fists. "Thank you for coming to help, seniors. If I establish a world 

in the future, I'll invite all of you to be my guests."Emperor North Kun and Emperor South Roc looked at 

each other and chuckled without saying anything.Iron Crown Elder sent a voice transmission with his 

spirit consciousness, "Zimo, why don't we postpone the establishment of the world?""Why?"Su Zimo 

asked.Iron Crown Elder said in a deep voice, "On one hand, you've already offended the Light World by 

taking in that dark mutated Protoss. There's a high chance that the Emperor Lords of the Light World will 

be alarmed." 

 

"On the other hand, and the most troublesome thing, the dozens of Rakshasas around you have been 

exposed!""Don't worry, senior. I have my own arrangements for this."Su Zimo replied with a smile.Since 

he chose to let the Rakshasas appear, he was already prepared to go to war with the Celestial Tribute 

World and even the Heavenly Courts!Iron Crown Elder's expression was grim. After a moment of silence, 

he reminded, "Since that's the case, you must be careful if the Celestial Tribute World comes looking for 

you. You must not admit that the dozens of Rakshasas are from the Rakshasas Sinned Land.""This is a 

Message Talisman. If you encounter any danger on your side, tear this talisman and I'll know."As he said 

that, Iron Crown Elder handed Su Zimo a Message Talisman.In Iron Crown Elder's opinion, Su Zimo's 

group had indeed resolved the grudges of the past during this trip to the Heaven realm. However, at the 

same time, they had also planted a huge disaster that could burn them at any moment!He could not 

protect Su Zimo at all times. That talisman might be of some use. 
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In fact, this Message Talisman was no longer of much use to Su Zimo.However, it was the old man's 

good intentions after all, so he did not decline.Emperor North Kun and Emperor South Roc had long had 



the intention to leave. Seeing that the dust had settled in the Heaven Realm, they brought Carefree and 

prepared to return to the Kun Peng Realm.This time, Carefree had no excuse and could only obediently 

leave with the two Realm Lords.The old man with the iron crown also prepared to bring Kitsune back to 

the Sword Realm.For people like Kitsune and Carefree, they had the protection of the Sword Realm and 

the Kun Peng Realm. Su Zimo was not worried, and there was no need to keep them by his 

side.Moreover, Kitsune was a peak master of the Sword Realm.Carefree was the young master of the 

Kun Peng Realm, the key to the merger of the two realms. If he was taken away by Su Zimo, the two 

realms would easily fall apart.Before leaving, the old man with the iron crown reminded, "Zimo, leave as 

soon as possible after this matter is over. Don't go to the Divine Firmament Palace.""There's such a huge 

commotion in the Immortal Realm, but the Heavenly Firmament Immortal Emperor still hasn't 

appeared. It's very likely that something or someone is holding him back. “"Take advantage of this 

opportunity to leave as soon as possible to avoid unnecessary trouble."Su Zimo smiled and nodded, not 

commenting on it.Long Ran did not plan to return to the Dragon Realm. Instead, he followed Su Zimo to 

the new realm.The Frost Dragon Emperor and the Hornless Dragon King returned to the Dragon Realm, 

but they left Long Li behind. They asked her to follow Long Ran to the new realm to take a look.Monkey, 

Tiger, Qing Qing, and the others naturally did not plan to return to the Great Wasteland Realm.The 

brothers had fought together in the Infinite Wasteland Realm. Now that they were finally reunited, they 

naturally did not want to be separated.Su Zimo also told Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long about his 

idea. He invited the two of them to leave the Heaven Realm and establish their own realm."Zimo, do 

you have a specific place to go?"Lin Zhan asked.Su Zimo shook his head and said, "I have a general 

direction. I want to be as far away from the three thousand realms as possible. As for the specific 

location, I'm not sure.""If that's the case, why aren't you in the Heaven Realm?" 

Lin Zhan said in a low voice, "Right now, the Green Firmament Celestial Realm has no ruler. We can try 

to establish a force in the Green Firmament Celestial Realm. We can also attract many living beings from 

the Heaven Domain."Like the Warring States, if you want to move the whole country, the scale is too 

big.Many cultivators were already used to staying in the Green Firmament Immortal Realm. Many of 

them would feel conflicted if they were to follow Lin Zhan and the others to an unknown place.It was a 

new interface, and the location was still unknown.He also didn't have any foundation.It could be said 

that everything in this realm was unknown.Not many people were willing to take such a risk.In the 

Heaven Realm, at least the Qi of Heaven and Earth was relatively dense. There was a certain level of 

protection, and cultivation would not be hindered.Who knew what was in the new interface?Moreover, 

Su Zimo had just said that he wanted to stay away from the three thousand worlds.The further one was 

from the Three Thousand Realms, the thinner the Heaven and Earth Yuan Qi would be.If they arrived at 

a new realm, cultivating for a year was not even comparable to cultivating for a day in the Heaven 

Realm. Who would move thousands of miles away with their entire family?"That's inappropriate."Su 

Zimo looked in the direction of the Divine Firmament Palace and shook his head. "The Heaven Realm is 

no longer a good place. If we stay here, a great disaster might befall us at any time!"Su Zimo didn't say it 

explicitly, but Lin Zhan and Immortal King Ling Long could hear the danger behind it.They definitely 

couldn't deal with a disaster that could make Su Zimo or Araki Takeshi afraid!"I understand."Lin Zhan 

nodded and said in a low voice, "I'll return to the Warring States Realm now and gather as many 

cultivators as possible. Everyone, let's leave together!"Immortal King Ling Long asked, "When we're 

ready, where should we gather?"Su Zimo pondered for a while and said, "There's a Dragon Abyss Planet 

outside the Heaven Realm. Let's gather there.""Okay!"Lin Zhan and the others agreed and left first.Feng 

Cantian said, "I'll return to the Heaven Barren Sect now and see how many people are willing to leave 



together.""Leave this matter to the others."Su Zimo said, "Big Brother Feng, we'll go to the Divine 

Firmament Palace later." 

Hearing this, King Youyun's eyes lit up!He had thought that he would definitely die today.He didn't 

expect that Su Zimo would actually seek death by going to the Divine Firmament Palace!It seemed that 

Monarch Jin's words before his death were still effective.However, King Youyun thought about it again. 

Now that the Imperial Emperors of the various domains had already left, the strongest people in Su 

Zimo's group were Lin Zhan, Yaksha King, and a few other Sub-Thearchs.He dared to go to the Divine 

Firmament Palace with Feng Cantian. Could it be that he had some backup plans?Feng Cantian knew 

that Su Zimo was bringing him to the Divine Firmament Palace to settle the score with the Divine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor."Will there be trouble?"Feng Cantian asked."It's fine."Su Zimo smiled 

slightly.He was not going to the Divine Firmament Palace just for the Divine Firmament Immortal 

Emperor. There were also a few people there that he could deal with together!Before leaving, Su Zimo 

looked at Yang Ruoxu and the other academy disciples and said, "Brother Yang, Fellow Daoist Mo Qing, 

why don't you all follow me to the new domain? We can also rebuild the academy there and continue to 

pass down the academy's Dao techniques.""This..."Yang Ruoxu was a little hesitant.Although he was the 

current academy master, this matter involved everyone in the academy. He could not make up his mind 

at the moment."Alright."Mo Qing nodded almost immediately without hesitation.Su Zimo was 

stunned.He did not expect Mo Qing to agree so quickly.There were too many unknowns in the new 

domain.Only those who had unreserved trust in him would agree without any hesitation.Yang Ruoxu 

thought for a while and nodded. "Alright, I'll go back and tell the other academy disciples. If anyone is 

willing to leave, I'll bring them along with Brother Su!"Su Zimo thought for a while and looked at 

Yunzhu.Before he could speak, Yunzhu shook her head and said with a bitter smile, "I want to follow you 

to the new domain to take a look, but I know my father. He won't move the entire country just because 

you said so."Su Zimo nodded.He understood Yunzhu's words.The Zixuan Celestial Kingdom had been 

established in the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm for many years and had a deep foundation. Almost 

all of their resources were here. 

Other than Lin Zhan and a group of old friends from Tianhuang Region, who would leave their homeland 

and go far away just because he wanted to?"Is something... going to happen in the Heaven 

Domain?"Yunzhu looked at Su Zimo and asked softly.There were some things that did not need Su Zimo 

to explain too much. Yunzhu could roughly guess.If Su Zimo could mobilize so many people and even say 

that the Heaven Domain was in trouble, it could not be an alarmist!However, she did not know where 

the source of the crisis was."It's possible."Su Zimo nodded and said with a serious expression, "If 

something really happens, I'll try my best to stop it, but I can't say what the result will be.""Brother Su, 

thank you."Yunzhu cupped her hands and smiled, looking carefree."I should be the one thanking you."Su 

Zimo said seriously, "All these years, fortunately, you took care of Momo, Liu Ping, and secretly 

protected Xiaoning. That's how we were reunited."Su Xiaoning also walked over and bowed to Yunzhu 

to thank her."If we keep thanking each other like this, it will make us seem distant."Yunzhu smiled and 

said, "When you find the new domain, remember to tell me. I'll also go and see what the new domain is 

like.""It's a deal!"Su Zimo said.Yunzhu raised her hand and looked at Su Zimo with a smile.Su Zimo 

understood and raised his palm as well, slapping it gently against Yunzhu's.The two of them looked at 

each other and smiled. 

Chapter 3135 



Divine Firmament Palace...A figure rushed over with a slightly flustered expression. When he saw the 

three Immortal Emperors guarding outside the hall, he was clearly stunned."Master, something 

happened to the State of Jin and Flaming Sun!"There was a hint of anxiety in the person's tone."What 

are you panicking for!?"The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor frowned slightly, glanced at him, and 

berated him.The person complained in his heart.Apart from the Academy Patriarch, the few Immortal 

Kings who had besieged Su Zimo back then had already disappeared. No one knew if they were still 

alive.Monarch Jin and the Flaming Sun Immortal King had already died. It was said that Monarch Yun 

You had also been beheaded and could die at any time.Su Zimo had returned to the Heaven Realm this 

time for revenge.Now, he was the only one left.How could Immortal King Qingyang not panic?Of course, 

it was not good to give such a reason.Immortal King Qingyang could only say, "Master, that Feng Cantian 

came with ill intentions. It's obvious that he wants to take revenge!"I heard that killing Monarch Jin and 

Monarch Tian Xing was not enough. He even threatened to take revenge on Master.""Hmph!"The Divine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor sneered. "He dares to come to the Divine Firmament Palace. He's 

courting death!""But the State of Jin and the Flaming Sun Immortal Kingdom have already..."Immortal 

King Qingyang hesitated."It's nothing."The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor waved his hand with a 

calm expression. "Now that the 3,000 Realms are in turmoil, the situation in the Heaven Realm has 

changed greatly. The decline and destruction of such Immortal Kingdoms is nothing."As long as he was 

around, he could support another State of Jin at any time!...In the Divine Firmament Palace...Two figures 

faced each other with swords drawn. Their gazes collided in mid-air, and they did not dodge at all!The 

palace was filled with a murderous aura, and it was extremely oppressive!In this world, there were very 

few experts who could remain fearless under the pressure of Wu Dao's true body.And since ancient 

times, not many people dared to confront the Emperor of Feng Du, who controlled the 

Underworld!Martial Dao True Body's words not only revealed that Fengdu wasn't a true Great Emperor, 

but also saw through his scheme in this life! 

 

The two of them could fight at any time.But at the same time, they had their own concerns.While the 

two of them were confronting each other, they were also weighing the pros and cons in their hearts.As a 

matter of fact, Wu Dao's main body had no intention of fighting Great Emperor Zang Tian right now.On 

one hand, Immortal Emperor Chen Mu had once saved Qinglian's true body.If not for the sudden 

appearance of the Emperor's Tomb controlled by Immortal Emperor Chen Mu, the real body of Qinglian 

would have been killed by the Patriarch of the Academy, and the creation of Qinglian would have fallen 

into the hands of the Patriarch of the Academy.At that time, Immortal Emperor Chen Mu came back 

from the dead.In other words, the consciousness of the Emperor of Feng Du was awakening in his 

body.The Patriarch of the Academy was able to see through the mysteries of heaven and planned 

everything. However, he could not predict the Emperor of Feng Du. That was why there was such a huge 

change.On the other hand, the War of the Heavens had yet to begin.It was not the right time to fight 

with the Emperor of Feng Du.No matter who won or lost, it would not benefit the Heaven Punisher.And 

the most important point.Now, only the three corpses that the Emperor of Feng Du had severed were in 

the Heaven Realm.His true form never showed up.And Qinglian's true body, Lin Zhan, Feng Cantian, and 

a group of old friends from Heaven Wasteland were now in the Immortal Region.Even if Wu Dao's true 

body could suppress the Nine Heavens Immortal Emperor, Bo Xun, and the World Devastator Demon 

Emperor, once the true body of the Emperor of Feng Du attacked, coupled with the terror of the three 

corpses, Wu Dao's true body could not protect everyone.Even if Feng Du did not have the physical body 

of a Great Emperor, he still had the primordial spirit of a Great Emperor!That was the most troublesome 



part.Without using the Yuan Wu World, even Wu Dao's true body had to focus on dealing with 

it.Moreover, once the two of them fought, the explosion would definitely alarm the Heavenly Court and 

the Four Paths!The Heavenly Court would definitely watch with folded arms.What would the attitudes 

of the three of the Four Paths be?Other than the Lord of Hell who was suppressed in the Avici Hell, the 

Hungry Ghost Path, the Beast Path, and the Shura Path were all closely related to the Netherworld. 

 

Every time in the War of the Heavens, they would work together.The Brahma Ghost Mother, the Evil 

Emperor, and the Demon Master would not stand on his side.If the three of them could watch from the 

sidelines, it would be considered the best situation.If one of the three of them went to help Feng Du, the 

situation would immediately go out of control!The two of them faced each other just like that. After an 

unknown period of time, they did not say a word.However, each of them was thinking at a high speed.A 

long time ago, Wu Dao's true body had even thought of asking Su Hong, Yao Xue, and the other old 

friends where their souls had gone after entering the Netherworld if he had the chance to meet the Lord 

of the Netherworld.However, after seeing Feng Du's methods, he put away this thought.If he asked 

again, it would be equivalent to exposing more of his weaknesses to Feng Du!Of course, these were only 

thoughts that flashed through the mind of Wu Dao's true body.If Feng Du really wanted to attack at this 

moment, he was already prepared to fight a huge battle and decide life and death in 

advance!…"Hehehehe …"Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens suddenly laughed.This laugh diluted the 

killing intent between the two of them."There's no need for this between us, what do you 

think?"Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens took a step back and asked with a smile.Wu Dao's true body's 

gaze was calm and he did not comment.In reality, Wu Dao's true body had scruples, and Great Emperor 

Buried Heaven was also quite wary of him!He was not afraid of his own safety.That was because it was 

impossible for Wu Dao's true body to kill him.However, Buried Heaven was worried that the three 

corpses that he had severed would be destroyed by Wu Dao's true body and all his efforts would be in 

vain.The three corpses that he had severed in this life had already cultivated to peak Emperor Realm. 

Over the years, under the sacrificial refinement of many dead souls, they were only one step away.It 

was too difficult for him to become a true Great Emperor.Wu Dao's true body was right. He did not have 

a physical body. 

 

If he wanted to validate his Dao as a Great Emperor, he could only find another way.It did not mean that 

he had a Great Emperor-level Essence Spirit and was looking for a Great Emperor's physical body. If the 

two merged, he would become a true Great Emperor.That would be too simple.He did not have to go 

through so much trouble to sever the three corpses and use the tomb of a Great Emperor to resurrect 

himself.Even if he had a Great Emperor's physical body, every drop of flesh and blood contained the 

Great Emperor's Dao technique. It was impossible for it to be perfectly compatible with his Essence 

Spirit.As long as there was a slight conflict between the Essence Spirit, physical body, and bloodline, the 

Dao technique could not be perfected.He wasn't a Great Emperor in the truest sense!Only after he 

severed his good, evil, and self-obsession, and his corpse became a Great Emperor, would they be 

perfectly compatible!That was because the good, evil, and self-obsession corpses that he had severed 

were himself!The entire process was like reattaching a broken arm."You and I have already cultivated to 

this level and stand at this height. Look at those living beings outside …"Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens 

pointed into the distance. His gaze seemed to cover the entire Heaven Realm as he said, "Actually, in our 

eyes, they are like ants. You don't have to care at all.""Even the few people standing outside the main 

hall are just slightly bigger ants.""Araki Takeshi, I don't want to be enemies with you."Immortal Emperor 



Nine Heavens said with a smile, "You seem to have some grudges with them. To show my sincerity, I'll 

let you deal with them. How about that?" 
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Of the four people guarding outside, three of them were Imperial Monarchs!However, in the eyes of 

Great Emperor Zang Tian, these Imperial Emperors were just slightly bigger ants.Even if the three 

Imperial Emperors had already submitted, Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens did not care about their 

lives. He could casually send them out and hand them over to Wu Dao's main body.In fact, whether 

Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens handed them over or not, Wu Dao's main body would definitely kill 

them!Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens' actions were nothing more than a favor."You guys, come 

in."Before Wu Dao's main body could speak, Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens said loudly.Outside the 

Divine Firmament Hall...The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor, Red Firmament Immortal Emperor, 

and Blue Firmament Immortal Emperor had been waiting for a long time. Now that they heard Immortal 

Emperor Nine Heavens' words, they were overjoyed and hurriedly walked towards the Divine 

Firmament Hall.Immortal King Azure Sun swallowed his saliva and followed behind the three Immortal 

Emperors.Normally, he would not have the chance to come into contact with Immortal Emperor Nine 

Heavens.Now, he could make use of the opportunity of the three Immortal Emperors meeting Immortal 

Emperor Nine Heavens to get acquainted with him.The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor, Red 

Firmament Immortal Emperor, and Red Firmament Immortal Emperor stepped into the Divine 

Firmament Palace.The person standing opposite Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens was not Lord Six 

Brahma or the World Annihilation Demon Emperor.Instead, it was a purple-robed cultivator wearing a 

silver mask.This attire...Almost at the same time, the three Immortal Emperors thought of the same 

person!Imperial Emperor Araki Takeshi!The three Immortal Emperors were shocked.Imperial Emperor 

Araki Takeshi had actually descended to the Heavenly Realm and stayed in the hall with Immortal 

Emperor Nine Heavens for so long!The three Immortal Emperors could vaguely sense that Immortal 

Emperor Nine Heavens and Araki Takeshi did not seem to get along well.Just now, when they were 

guarding outside the hall, they could still sense some killing intent seeping out of the hall!The more this 

was the case, the calmer the three Immortal Emperors were.From the looks of it, Immortal Emperor 

Nine Heavens was clearly a terrifying expert who could confront Araki Takeshi!This also proved that 

their choice back then was right to submit to Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens immediately.The Divine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor sighed in relief.Fortunately, he was prepared in advance and sought 

protection from the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor. 

 

Otherwise, with Feng Cantian and Monarch Araki Takeshi showing up, it would be difficult for him to 

survive this calamity!"Greetings, my lord."The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor and the other two 

stepped forward and knelt down.Normally speaking, as fellow God Monarchs, there was no need for 

them to be so courteous.Even if he was facing an Emperor Realm expert, there was no need for him to 

act this way.However, in the past few years, even Immortal Emperors had to kneel down in front of Nine 

Firmaments Immortal Emperor!Immortal King Green Sun also hurriedly knelt down."Get up."Heavenly 

Firmament Immortal Emperor smiled.The three Immortal Emperors and Immortal King Azure Sun rose 

to their feet."You must be Emperor Araki Takeshi."The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor looked at 

Wu Dao's main body and said in a low voice, "No wonder Feng Cantian dared to be so unbridled and 

come to my Celestial Realm to start a massacre.""Emperor Araki Takeshi, there is something you might 

not know."I am not in charge of the Divine Firmament Celestial Realm now. The Nine Firmament 



Celestial Realm is under my lord's rule!"The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor's words seemed to be 

questioning Wu Dao's main body, but he was actually expressing his position and bringing up the Nine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor.Wu Dao's main body didn't say anything. He didn't even look at the Divine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor.The Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor also smiled but didn't say 

anything."Master, Feng Cantian and the others are here!"At that moment, Immortal King Green Sun said 

softly."Oh?"The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor and the other two scanned with their divine 

senses and saw that Su Zimo and Feng Cantian had already arrived above the Divine Firmament Palace 

and were heading straight for the main hall.The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor sneered.Feng 

Cantian dared to come here because he had the support of Emperor Araki Takeshi.However, he also had 

the protection of the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor!If Feng Cantian wanted to seek revenge, he 

would have to ask the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor for permission!After all, Feng Cantian was 

only an Immortal King. How important could he be to Emperor Araki Takeshi?Would Emperor Araki 

Takeshi fight with the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor for an Immortal King? 

 

And he was an Immortal Emperor.The Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor couldn't just give up on such a 

top-notch helper.In the blink of an eye, Su Zimo and Feng Cantian had already arrived at the main 

hall.With the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor present, the Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor was 

prepared to take Feng Cantian down a notch when he saw him enter. He suddenly shouted, "How dare 

you! Kneel when you see the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor!""Although I was born in the lower 

world, I don't have this habit. I can't compare to a noble from the upper world like you who likes to 

kneel in front of others."Feng Cantian glanced at the Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor and said 

calmly.The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor's expression turned cold as he said slowly, "You still 

dare to talk back in front of the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor. This is the Nine Firmament 

Immortal Region. You can't be so presumptuous!"The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor's tone 

seemed tough, but in fact, he kept talking about the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor.He was using 

the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor to pressure Feng Cantian."This person is too noisy. I'll help you 

kill him."At that moment, the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor suddenly spoke.The main hall instantly 

fell silent.The Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor's words were obviously directed at Emperor Araki 

Takeshi.Who did the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor want to kill?The Divine Firmament Immortal 

Emperor suddenly felt a bone-chilling cold. He suddenly turned around and looked at the Nine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor. "Master, I..."The Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor stretched out his 

finger and tapped lightly in the void.Dong!The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor suddenly heard a 

distant drum sound.At first, it was still far away in the sky, but in an instant, it had already reached his 

ears.In an instant, the Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor's hair was already white, and his face was 

haggard. He was like a lamp that had run out of oil, and his lifespan was exhausted!At this moment, a 

trace of confusion, a trace of unwillingness, and a trace of fear flashed through the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Emperor's eyes. In the end, he turned into a shriveled corpse and fell in the hall, dead!This 

Imperial Emperor who had ruled the Divine Firmament Immortal Realm for millions of years had died in 

this palace that he had built with his own hands.Feng Cantian shook his head and sighed when he saw 

this scene. 

 

The Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor had only moved his finger, and in less than a breath, an Imperial 

Emperor had died!Immortal King Azure Sun was so scared that his face turned pale. His legs went weak, 

and he could barely stand.With his perfected Grotto-Heaven realm, logically speaking, this should not be 



the case.However, the two people in this hall today were too terrifying!Even the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Emperor could not live for more than a breath. In front of these two, he was like an ant!Even 

Immortal Emperor Dan Xiao and Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao were shocked when they saw this scene. 

Their expressions changed drastically, and their hearts were filled with fear and uneasiness.The Divine 

Firmament Immortal Emperor's death made the two of them realize that the relationship between the 

Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor and Araki Takeshi seemed to be somewhat different from their 

initial judgment.At least in the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor's heart, he was unwilling to become 

enemies with Araki Takeshi just because of an Imperial Emperor!"What do the three of you want?"The 

Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor looked at the three of them and asked with a smile.When the three 

of them saw the Nine Firmament Immortal Emperor's smile, they felt their hair stand on end and their 

scalps go numb!"I, I have nothing to do with the Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor. There is also no 

enmity between me and Fellow Daoist Feng Cantian!"Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao hurriedly explained 

the matter clearly to avoid any misunderstandings.The Divine Firmament Immortal Emperor had just 

lost his life because of the confrontation with Feng Cantian. Who would dare to provoke Feng 

Cantian?Then, Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao turned his gaze to Su Zimo and said in a deep voice, "My 

Lord, I came here mainly because of this person!" 
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Of course, Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao could see that Su Zimo and Feng Cantian were obviously on the 

same side.However, Su Zimo was not from the Heaven Barren Sect and had nothing to do with Emperor 

Araki Takeshi. Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao could not kill them just because of Su Zimo."When this boy 

came to the Lang Xiao Immortal Region, he suppressed King Yun You without any explanation. Not only 

that, but he also burned the ginseng fruit tree of the Lang Xiao Palace to ashes.I am deeply saddened. 

"Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao said with great emotion," Master, after the unification of the Nine Clouds, 

I have been taking care of the ginseng fruit tree carefully. I was waiting for it to bear ginseng fruit and 

offer it to you as soon as possible. Who would have thought that it would be destroyed by this boy? His 

intentions are unforgivable! "Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao also said in a deep voice, "I don't know Fellow 

Daoist Feng Cantian, nor do we have any grudges. I did it because of this person!""This Su Zimo relied on 

a few Emperor Realm experts from the outside world to act recklessly in our Immortal Region. He 

disregarded the majesty of our master. Please kill him as a warning to others!"Immortal King Qing Yang 

saw this and hurriedly said, "This Su Zimo relied on the fact that he was a twelfth-grade Creation 

Qinglian. That's why he was so arrogant and presumptuous. Back then, I wanted to seize him and offer 

him to you, but I didn't expect him to escape. "Immortal King Qing Yang's words were even more 

sinister.While flattering him, he also revealed the fact that Su Zimo had the Creation Green Lotus body, 

hoping to attract the attention of the Nine Heavens Immortal Emperor.After the three of them 

reprimanded Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao, the hall was unusually quiet and did not receive any 

response from Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao.Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao stole a glance at Immortal 

Emperor Lang Xiao.Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao was looking at the three of them with a faint smile. 

There was a hint of creepiness in his smile.Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao was shocked!He glanced at Su 

Zimo, who was not far away from him.Su Zimo looked calm and there was no fear on his face. He did not 

even have the intention to refute them.Something was wrong!Just now, when the Divine Firmament 

Immortal Emperor was suddenly killed, Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao was shocked. Then, he was 

suddenly questioned by Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens. In his panic, he did not think too much and 

pointed the finger at Su Zimo.At this moment, he calmed down. The more he thought about it, the more 



scared he became! 

 

This Su Zimo was so calm and dared to come with Feng Cantian. What was he relying on?Feng Cantian 

relied on Monarch Araki Takeshi.Could it be that Su Zimo was relying on the Nine Firmament Immortal 

Emperor?Moreover, the Heavenly Firmament Immortal Emperor's silent attitude and the strange smile 

on his face clearly proved that this matter was not so simple!Thinking of this, Immortal Emperor Lang 

Xiao broke out in a cold sweat.However, he maintained his composure and tried his best to remain as 

calm as possible. Then, he changed the topic and said, "Of course, I was just speaking in a moment of 

anger. You don't have to take it seriously.""Perhaps there is some misunderstanding. How to deal with 

this matter is up to the Lord to decide."Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao had lived for millions of years. His 

words could be said to be watertight. He could retreat or advance.In the end, if it was confirmed that he 

was just being paranoid, he could turn hostile at any time!Since Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao noticed the 

abnormality, Immortal Emperor Dan Xiao naturally also reacted.Immortal Emperor Dan Xiao chuckled 

and said, "My words just now were a bit harsh. This matter may be just as Brother Lang Xiao said. There 

may be some misunderstanding."After pausing for a moment, Immortal Emperor Dan Xiao looked at Su 

Zimo and nodded slightly. He said, "I came here to ask for an explanation. I have no evil intentions. I 

hope Brother Su can understand."However, in an instant, the tone of the two changed drastically. Their 

attitude was obviously softened.Even their words revealed a layer of meaning. As long as Su Zimo said 

that this was a misunderstanding, the two of them would let bygones be bygones and let bygones be 

bygones.Immortal King Green Sun was stunned on the spot. For a moment, he could not react and could 

not follow the rhythm of the two Immortal Emperors.He even had a feeling that he was being played by 

the two Immortal Emperors.Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao and Immortal Emperor Dan Xiao wanted to let 

it go, but Immortal King Yunyou would not agree.He had already fallen to this state. His head was 

chopped off, and his Primordial Spirit was severely injured and sealed inside. Even if he broke free, he 

would not live for long.He was already a dead man. What was there to be afraid of?Immortal King 

Yunyou said loudly, "ing to Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens, Su Zimo has Rakshasa sinful spirits by his 

side. They are all Kings and Sub-Emperors!""The destruction of the Rakshasa sinful land is most likely 

related to this person. Colluding with evil spirits is a heinous crime that cannot be forgiven!" 

 

"Hehehehe …"Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens could not help but laugh.Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao 

and Immortal King Yunyou frowned secretly. They were puzzled, not knowing what Immortal Emperor 

Nine Heavens was laughing about.He seemed to be really happy, as if he had heard the most interesting 

thing in the world."Heh …"Su Zimo also laughed.Immortal King Yunyou might be able to tell anyone 

about the Rakshasa sinful spirits.He only told Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens that he had found the 

wrong person.Hearing Su Zimo's laughter, Immortal King Yunyou suddenly felt a little nervous for some 

reason.Until now, Su Zimo had not killed him.What was Su Zimo trying to do by bringing him here?"You, 

what are you laughing about?"Immortal King Yunyou asked sternly."I just want you to die with an 

explanation."Su Zimo said calmly.At this moment, in the main hall, Emperor Araki Takeshi, who had 

been silent all this while, suddenly spoke. He turned to look at Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao and the 

other two and said, "There should be an explanation for this."Hearing this, Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao 

and the other two were energized!Unexpectedly, Immortal Emperor Nine Heavens did not say anything. 

Instead, it was Emperor Araki Takeshi who stood out first, as if he supported them to speak."Emperor 

Araki Takeshi, what do you think?"Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao asked respectfully, cupping his 

hands.Under the gaze of the three, Emperor Araki Takeshi slowly raised his hand and took off the silver 



mask from his face, revealing his true face. His eyes were like torches as he asked slowly, "Are you 

satisfied with this explanation?"The face had fair skin and delicate features. It was even somewhat 

good-looking. However, in the eyes of Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao, it was as if he had seen the greatest 

horror in the world!Hiss!Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao and the other two gasped. Their pupils suddenly 

shrank, and their hair stood on end. They felt a chill down their spines and their scalps were about to 

explode!Su Zimo grabbed Immortal King Yunyou's long hair.However, at this moment, Su Zimo could 

clearly sense that the head of the King of Underworld Clouds was struggling violently and trembling 

continuously.Then, it gradually calmed down. 

 

Su Zimo glanced at him.Immortal King Yunyou's eyes were wide open. His eyes were filled with fear as 

he lost his vitality.In his sea of consciousness, his Primordial Spirit shattered and his soul dissipated. He 

was dead!From the beginning to the end, Su Zimo did not make a move.However, when Immortal King 

Yunyou saw Wu Dao's true face, he was terrified and his soul was about to leave his body!Immortal King 

Yunyou's Primordial Spirit had been severely injured and was extremely weak. Previously, when he was 

in the Dajin Celestial Nation, he had witnessed the tragic deaths of Prince Jin, Prince Tian Xing, and the 

others.Now, he was suddenly in such a great shock. After struggling for a while, his Primordial Spirit 

could no longer take it and he was scared to death!Before he died, he finally understood why Su Zimo 

had said that even if he had obtained Qinglian's Creation, he would still die for sure.It turned out that he 

was facing such a terrifying existence! 
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Immortal King Green Sun's eyes widened as he stood rooted to the ground. His mind was blank.What 

did he do?They actually wanted to get their hands on the creation of Emperor Araki Takeshi, 

Qinglian!Immortal Emperor Zhu Xiao and Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao had just guessed countless 

possibilities.Immortal Emperor Zhu Xiao even thought that Su Zimo was from Tianhuang Mainland, and 

Feng Cantian was from the Tianhuang Sect. Perhaps Su Zimo had already joined the Tianhuang 

Sect.However, the two of them never thought that Su Zimo was the Araki Takeshi in front of them!When 

they saw the true appearance of Emperor Araki Takeshi, the two Immortal Emperors felt as if they had 

seen a ghost.Run!Thousands of thoughts flashed through the minds of the two Immortal Emperors. In 

the end, only one word was left.Because the two of them knew that even if they knelt and begged for 

mercy, Emperor Araki Takeshi would not let them go!Boom! Boom!The two Immortal Emperors did not 

say anything. They directly held up a world and turned to run.Wu Dao looked at the two of them. When 

his eyes opened, two balls of flames appeared in the depths of his eyes.At the same time, two balls of 

scarlet flames appeared under their feet!This flame contained a power that made the two Immortal 

Emperors' hearts palpitate!This was the aura of 'Dao'!A forbidden technique!The two Immortal 

Emperors' expressions changed!Immortal Emperor Zhu Xiao was only an ordinary Emperor. He could not 

withstand the dragon-phoenix flames that Wu Dao's original body originally controlled.And this scarlet 

flame was the Vermilion Bird Dao Fire after the fusion of the dragon-phoenix flames and the Vermilion 

Bird Heavenly Fire!In just an instant, Immortal Emperor Zhu Xiao was devoured by the Vermilion Bird 

Dao Fire and burned to ashes.His small world was like a withered leaf in front of this Vermilion Bird Dao 

Fire. It was instantly ignited, and even his physical body and primordial spirit were turned into 

ashes!Even though Immortal Emperor Zhu Xiao was a peak Emperor, he could not withstand the power 

of the forbidden technique."Ah!"Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao could only hold on for a few breaths of 

time. Amidst a series of screams, he had just run to the entrance of the main hall when his perfect world 



melted.The Vermilion Bird Dao Fire burned him into a huge fireball. He fell in front of the main hall and 

gradually lost his breath. His body and Dao vanished, and his body and soul were destroyed! 

 

Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao used hundreds of millions of babies to feed the Ginseng Fruit Tree.Su Zimo 

had burned everything within a million miles of Langxiao Palace to the ground, turning it into scorched 

earth.At that time, even though Immortal Emperor Lang Xiao managed to escape the calamity, in the 

end, he couldn't escape the fate of being burned to ashes and buried with the billions of infants.The 

moment the Vermilion Bird Dao Fire rose, Azure Sun Immortal King was burned into nothingness by the 

high temperature emitted by the Vermilion Bird Dao Fire, completely erasing him from the 

world!Compared to the fates of King Jin, the Flaming Sun Immortal King, and the Serene Cloud Immortal 

King, the Azure Sun Immortal King could be considered to have a good ending."Tsk tsk!"Looking at the 

two balls of fire, the Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor clapped his hands and smiled. He praised from 

the bottom of his heart: "Good technique."Su Zimo and Feng Cantian looked at each other and left."See, 

I told you."The Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor laughed: "These Immortal Emperors are just some 

slightly bigger ants. For people like you and me, it's too easy to crush them."Wu Dao's original body was 

expressionless. He only silently put on the Mo Luo Mask.The Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor 

continued: "Araki Takeshi, you have to know that being a Great Emperor isn't the end of cultivation. 

Only by ascending to the Great Thousand World can you find the answer to eternal life.""Araki Takeshi, 

you have to look further. Don't limit yourself to the Three Thousand Worlds. Don't care about the lives 

of thousands of creatures. They have nothing to do with you and me.""If you want to succeed in 

conquering the heavens, how can there be no sacrifices? As long as you can break the Heavenly Court, 

even if you have to sacrifice all the creatures in the Three Thousand Worlds, it's worth it … "The Nine 

Firmaments Immortal Emperor's voice sounded. It seemed to contain a bewitching power that was hard 

to resist!"You're worse than the Heavenly Court."Wu Dao's original body suddenly turned his head and 

coldly looked at the Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor.The two of them looked at each other. The 

Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor realized that Wu Dao's original body was not affected by him at 

all.Wu Dao's original body said: "The Nine Heavens as the Heavenly Court enslaves all living beings and 

blocks the path of ascension for all living beings. At least they can still live in this world." 

 

"And you want to kill all living beings in order to conquer the heavens!"This was simply the most absurd 

reason."Buried Heaven."Wu Dao's original body said: "I even suspect that your true goal was never to 

conquer the heavens. You just want to use the banner of conquering the heavens to fulfill your 

ambitions!"Wu Dao's original body could not guess the true ambition and true goal of Buried 

Heaven.Becoming a Great Emperor was, of course, only his first step.Conquering the heavens might not 

be his ultimate goal.Wu Dao's original body had also talked to the Devil Lord.The Devil Lord might have 

his own selfish motives, but from his words, he could feel that the Devil Lord's goal had always been the 

Heavenly Court!And Buried Heaven's goal was more like the living beings of the three thousand 

realms!"Hehehehe …"The Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor did not admit it, nor did he defend 

himself. He only laughed a little nervously."Buried Heaven."Wu Dao's original body did not look at the 

Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor. Instead, he stared at the ground. His gaze seemed to penetrate 

endless space and landed on the Netherworld. He said indifferently: "I'm here in this life. You'd better 

not mess around.""Are you threatening me?"The Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor narrowed his 

eyes, his gaze cold."It's not a threat. It's just a piece of advice."Wu Dao's original body's tone was 

indifferent. He did not stay any longer and walked out of the hall.The matter of the Heavenly Court was 



over.And he had achieved his goal of looking for Buried Heaven.When he reached the entrance of the 

hall, Wu Dao's original body suddenly stopped.He did not turn around. Instead, he turned his back to the 

Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor and said slowly: "Before I leave, I'll give you a word of advice.""I 

hope you know what's good for you. Don't become the second Lord of Hell!"This sentence had already 

expressed the intention of Wu Dao's original body. It could be said that it was murderous!What was the 

fate of the Lord of Hell?Back then, he was forcefully suppressed by the Emperor of Infinity. Although he 

did not die, he was still trapped in the Avici Hell and could not escape. 

 

As soon as his voice fell, the temperature in the hall plummeted!From the beginning of the 

conversation, the two of them tested each other, to the tit-for-tat confrontation, and then just now, 

they were still restrained.However, when Wu Dao's original body said this sentence, it really showed its 

sharpness!The murderous intent in this sentence was too strong!The Nine Firmaments Immortal 

Emperor's hair stood on end because of this murderous intent!"Hehehehe!"The Nine Firmaments 

Immortal Emperor suddenly let out a burst of creepy laughter and said: "Good courage. Since ancient 

times, there has never been a second person who dares to speak to me like this!""Araki Takeshi, you 

think too simply of me! I'm different from the Lord of Hell and the others. No one can kill me. Even if the 

Emperor of Infinity is alive, he can't kill me or suppress me! "Wu Dao's original body did not turn around 

and left the Divine Firmament Hall."Haha, Araki Takeshi, before I leave, I'll also give you a word of 

advice."The Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor's voice sounded again. It suddenly became gloomy and 

cold, as if he had fallen into hell. "I advise you to wake up. I don't want to see you become the second 

Emperor of Infinity!"Tit-For-Tat!Wu Dao's original body stopped in his tracks. He turned his head and 

looked deeply at the Nine Firmaments Immortal Emperor in the depths of the hall before he turned and 

left 

Chapter 3139 

Dragon Abyss Planet.It was a planet that drifted outside the Heaven Realm. It could not enjoy the 

blessings of the Divine Tree of Jianmu, and its Heaven and Earth Essence Qi was thin.Most of the people 

gathered here were from the Lower Realm.No native Immortals from the Upper Realm were willing to 

come here, except when a treasure appeared in an abyss of Dragon Abyss Planet more than 10,000 

years ago.At that time, it attracted many Exalted Immortals, and an earth-shattering battle broke out 

here. It also opened the eyes of the Lower Realm beings on Dragon Abyss Planet.Other than that, 

Dragon Abyss Planet had been relatively peaceful.Wars broke out everywhere in the Heaven Realm, but 

no one took a fancy to this planet that was barren of Essence Qi. Naturally, the flames of war did not 

spread here.After all, Dragon Abyss Planet could only be considered an inconspicuous planet in the 

Azure Cloud County territory of the Great Jin Celestial Nation.However, recently, more and more 

Heaven Realm experts had arrived.And this time, the formation and scale were much more terrifying 

than the one from 10,000 years ago!Some experts inadvertently revealed their aura, and it made many 

living beings on Dragon Abyss Planet feel great pressure and uneasy.The Essence Qi on Dragon Abyss 

Planet was thin, and resources were scarce.Here, those who could cultivate to Ninth Tribulation Mystic 

Immortal were all talented people.At this stage, as long as they had the ability, almost everyone would 

choose to go to the Heaven Realm to seek a better cultivation environment.Therefore, in the past, there 

were almost no Stage One Earth Immortals on Dragon Abyss Planet!Now, with so many experts from the 

Heaven Realm gathered here, the living beings from the Lower Realm did not know what was going 

on.The only thing that made them feel at ease was that after a period of time, these experts from the 



Heaven Realm did not harm anyone on Dragon Abyss Planet.They just opened up a barren land on 

Dragon Abyss Planet and temporarily settled down.What was even stranger was that these Heaven 

Realm experts came in different batches. Looking at their attire, it was obvious that they came from 

different forces.However, these experts were quite friendly with each other, and there was no conflict 

between them.…Wind Snow Ridge.More than 10,000 years ago, Wind Snow Ridge was not considered a 

super force on Dragon Abyss Planet.However, later on, after a living being from the Lower Realm 

ascended and descended on Wind Snow Ridge, he changed the structure and territory of the entire 

Dragon Abyss Planet! 

 

He helped Wind Snow Ridge to become one of the biggest forces on Dragon Abyss Planet.However, this 

being from the Lower Realm had left the Dragon Abyss Planet, and there had been no news of him since 

then.In the past few years, under the management of the Mountain Lord Yue Hao and Xia Qingying, 

Snow Wind Ridge had developed steadily. Although it had experienced a few wars, it had always been 

more daunting than dangerous.In the main hall of Wind and Snow Ridge.Xia Qingying, Duan Tianliang, 

Shen Fei, Gu Wenjun, and the others were all gathered here, but Overlord Yue Hao was not around.Xia 

Qingying sat on the main seat in the main hall, a look of reminiscence in her eyes as she talked about the 

past with a five or six-year-old child beside her.Duan Tianliang and the others also chimed in 

occasionally.That incident was not considered long, and Xia Qingying had a lot on her mind, so she did 

not talk about it in detail. Not long after, she finished talking about it.The child's eyes were lively, and he 

would only calm down when he was listening to a story.At this moment, he raised his head slightly and 

looked at Xia Qingying. He asked curiously, "Mother, what happened next?"Xia Qingying smiled and 

said, "Then, that Uncle Su of yours left Snow Wind Ridge and went to the Heaven Realm Mainland to 

explore."Duan Tianliang said, "With Boss Su's ability, he would definitely not be weaker than those 

prodigies in the Tianhuang Mainland. After more than ten thousand years, I'm afraid he would have 

already become a top-notch Earth Immortal, or even a Heaven Immortal!"Shen Fei said emotionally, 

"Speaking of which, it's because Fellow Daoist Su left behind a lot of Elemental Spirit Stones and other 

resources that we could cultivate to this stage in just over ten thousand years."The few people in the 

main hall were almost all Stage Eight and Stage Nine Mystic Immortals.This realm was almost at the 

peak of the Dragon Abyss Planet!All these years, only Yue Hao had stepped into the Earth Immortal 

realm a thousand years ago.However, due to the lack of resources in such a cultivation environment, 

Yue Hao was still a Stage One Earth Immortal after a thousand years.Everyone had originally planned to 

go to the Heaven Realm Mainland to explore the vast territory of the Azure Cloud County.However, with 

so many people suddenly coming to the Dragon Abyss Planet, Yue Hao guessed that something big 

might have happened in the Heaven Realm. 

 

The Dragon Abyss Planet was outside the Heaven Realm Mainland, and news was blocked. Yue Hao 

decided to go to the Azure Cloud County in the Heaven Realm Mainland to investigate before making a 

decision.During this period of time, among those experts, two people came to visit.Xia Qingying and the 

others could not see through the cultivation realm of those who came. They were at least Heaven 

Immortals.However, these two experts did not put on any airs when facing them, nor did they hurt 

them. Instead, they invited them to an unknown place to build a new realm together.Xia Qingying asked, 

"What do you think about the two Exalted Immortals, Lin Lei and Lin Luo?""We know too little about 

them."Duan Tianliang touched his chin and said, "According to what those two Exalted Immortals said, 

they don't even know where they are going. This is not reliable.""I feel that those two Exalted Immortals 



are good people. They are upright and do not have any ill intentions towards us," Gu Wenjun said.Shen 

Fei pursed his lips and said, "You may know a person for a long time without understanding his true 

nature. This decision concerns the lives of countless brothers in the Wind Snow Ridge. It's best to be 

cautious.""Let's wait for our husband to come back and see if we can find out anything."Xia Qingying 

sighed softly.Yue Hao had been gone for a few days without any news. She could not help but worry.At 

this moment, the sound of clothes fluttering in the air came from outside. Everyone looked in the 

direction of the sound and saw a travel-worn figure rushing back. It was Yue Hao!Everyone stood 

up."Something has indeed happened in the Heavenly Realm!"Yue Hao came to the main hall and said, 

"It's a mess there. I did not dare to go too far. I only heard a few things. The Dajin Celestial Nation has 

been destroyed!""Ah!"Everyone exclaimed.Yue Hao said, "I heard that the ruler of the Dajin Celestial 

Nation was killed by a Demon King of Heaven's Wrath from the Demon Territory. The ruler of another 

Celestial Nation was killed by some Yaksha ghost! ""It's too chaotic there. Many big shots have 

appeared. Immortal King Creation, War King, they are all peerless experts that we have never heard 

of!""Father, what are the names of these Demon Kings and Immortal Kings?"The child could not help 

but ask.Yue Hao smiled and said, "Yiming, how can Father find out the names of these peerless experts? 

I also do not dare to ask rashly." 

 

Xia Qingying roughly told him about the two Exalted Immortals' visit and how they invited everyone 

from Wind Snow Ridge to leave the Dragon Abyss Planet and head to an unknown place."Husband, what 

do you think?"Xia Qingying asked.Yue Hao pondered for a long time before slowly saying, "I suggest that 

we stay put. Our foundation is here. If we want to move all of them, it means that we have to abandon 

everything that we have built up over the years."Moreover, no one knows where that unknown place is, 

and no one can say for sure what it will be like. Perhaps its cultivation environment is not as good as the 

Dragon Abyss Planet? ""Brother Su, this is the place where you stayed after ascending?""Yes, I stayed 

here for more than a hundred years before leaving.""Haha, no wonder you asked us to gather here. You 

must still miss some old friends here."At this moment, a conversation came from outside.One of the 

voices sounded familiar to everyone in the main hall, as if they had heard it before … 

Chapter 3140 

The guards of Snow Wind Ridge did not give any warning.The group of people outside seemed to have 

descended from the sky above Snow Wind Ridge, and the sounds of discussion could be heard!Although 

one of the voices sounded familiar, Yue Hao, Xia Qingying, and the rest were shocked. They did not have 

time to think as they stood up and walked out of the hall.Dozens of figures were standing in the air, 

looking around.There were men and women, old and young in this group of people. Some of the women 

were so beautiful that they were indescribably beautiful, like fairies that were untainted by the mortal 

world.Some of the strong cultivators exuded a strong demonic aura and had tiger heads. They did not 

belong to the human race at all!The only similarity was that this group of people had very high 

cultivation levels!It was so high that the people of Snow Wind Ridge could not detect it at all.Three 

figures stood at the front of this group of people. The person on the left had a thunderous voice. He was 

free and unrestrained as he talked and laughed. His eyes flickered with lightning and could not be 

looked at directly!The person on the right was tall and burly. He had a calm demeanor, and his every 

move carried a kind of dignity that came from being in a high position for a long time. He looked 

familiar, as if he had seen him somewhere before.The person in the middle was dressed in green and 

had black hair. He had delicate features and a smile on his face, looking like a gentle and elegant 



scholar."Su, Boss Su?"Duan Tianliang seemed to have discovered something, and his voice was 

trembling and excited.Yue Hao also widened his eyes and looked at the green-robed cultivator among 

the three people in front. He was surprised and happy and could not help but say, "Qingying, look, that 

person seems to be …"At that moment, Xia Qingying was also looking at that figure in a daze, her 

beautiful eyes filled with disbelief.Shen Fei, Gu Wenjun, and the rest also noticed that green-robed man 

and were stunned on the spot!Even if they recognized him, they did not dare to rashly acknowledge him 

when they saw him standing together with the group of Exalted Immortals and talking and laughing 

casually.This feeling was like two childhood playmates reuniting after many years and discovering that 

the other party had already been conferred the title of Marquis and held a high position.This feeling of 

distance was indescribable.At that moment, the green-robed cultivator turned around and saw the 

people of Snow Wind Ridge. He descended and walked in front of them, cupping his fists and smiling. 

"Everyone, how have you been?" 

 

"Brother Su … Exalted Immortal Su, is it really you?"Yue Hao said these two words and then realized 

something. He quickly changed his words and asked cautiously.Su Zimo waved his hand and smiled. 

"There are no Exalted Immortals or Infernal Immortals....."Hearing this familiar tone, Duan Tianliang was 

finally sure. He shouted excitedly, "Boss Su, it's really you! ....................Lin Zhan, Feng Cantian, Night 

Spirit, Tiger, Nian Qi, Xiaoning, Demoness Ji and the others landed too. Everyone couldn't help but laugh 

when they heard such straightforward words........................Shen Fei, Gu Wenjun, and the others also 

hurried forward to greet him.................................................................... "Him."Xia Qingying's eyes 

reddened. She said softly, "He is the Uncle Su that I mentioned to you before. He is the person who 

helped us overcome many difficulties.""Ah!"The child exclaimed. His eyes were sparkling as he looked at 

Su Zimo.Xia Qingying looked at Su Zimo. Her heart was filled with emotions. Her expression was 

complicated.10,000 years ago, she knew that the person in front of her was like a divine dragon. It was 

only because of an accident that he was dormant on the Dragon Abyss Planet.One day, this person 

would leave.She did not even think that there would be a chance for them to meet again.10,000 years 

had passed unknowingly for the people of Wind Snow Ridge. There were not many changes.However, it 

was only when they caught sight of Su Zimo that everyone was stunned. So, that person had already 

walked so far on the path of cultivation after more than 10,000 years …Su Zimo's gaze landed on the 

child. He smiled and waved his hand.Even some of Wind Snow Ridge's old friends would become a little 

reserved in front of Su Zimo.However, this child did not show any fear. When he saw Su Zimo waving his 

hand, he ran over excitedly. He looked up at Su Zimo."What's your name?"Su Zimo asked with a 

smile."Yiming, Yue Yiming!"The child's eyes were bright as he answered crisply.Su Zimo smiled. He 

reached out his hand and gently rubbed the child's head. 

 

The child blinked.This was a very normal action.His father, mother, and other uncles often did this to 

him.However, for some reason, when this Uncle Su's hand landed on his head, he felt a warm current 

flowing into his body and into his limbs.He felt that his body was warm and comfortable. All the pores 

on his body seemed to have opened up.The child felt sleepy. His eyelids gradually became heavy. In a 

daze, he could not help but think of a poem that his mother had read to him. "The immortal touched my 

head, my hair tied and I lived forever …""He's just asleep. You don't have to worry."Su Zimo said with a 

smile.He was only a five- or six-year-old child. His body suddenly underwent such a huge transformation, 

and he could not bear it. Thus, he fell asleep and slowly digested this change.Yue Hao and Xia Qingying 

were originally a little worried, but soon, their eyes widened.They saw that their child was silently 



making a breakthrough in his cultivation realm in his sleep …He broke through three levels consecutively 

and had already reached the fourth stage of the Mystic Immortal Realm!Yue Hao and Xia Qingying were 

surprised and happy.Su Zimo was obviously giving their child a fortuitous opportunity. In the blink of an 

eye, he broke through three levels!On Dragon Abyss Planet, breaking through one level was as difficult 

as ascending to heaven.The method that Su Zimo displayed now was simply like a miracle to the two of 

them!In fact, with Yue Hao and Xia Qingying's cultivation, they could not see the fortuitous opportunity 

that Su Zimo gave this child at all.Breaking through three levels was only the most superficial thing.The 

greatest fortuitous opportunity that Su Zimo gave this child was to borrow the power of Creation 

Qinglian to change his muscles and bones. He was reborn and shed his mortal body, allowing his body 

and bloodline to undergo a transformation and lay down a cultivation foundation!This child's future 

cultivation path would be twice the result with half the effort.Su Zimo's gaze turned, and it landed on a 

jade bracelet on the child's wrist.He pricked his fingertip and squeezed out a drop of blood, which fell on 

this jade bracelet. He used his divine sense to refine this drop of blood into the jade bracelet, forming 

lines of exquisite blood-colored patterns on it!The people in Feng Xueling Mountain naturally could not 

see what was going on.However, Lin Zhan, Feng Cantian, and the rest were clear that although it was 

only a drop of blood, it was the blood essence of Qinglian, a level-12 Creation cultivator! 

 

Even if this child could cultivate to the True First Realm, this blood-patterned jade bracelet would be of 

great use to him! 

 


